
Tier 1:Classroom
A Key to Sustainability



•This presentation is the result of the hard work of 
Jeffrey Sprague, George Sugai, Rob Horner, Anne Todd, 
Terry Scott, Tim Lewis, Don Kincaid, Bob Algozzine, 
Brandi Simonsen, Laura Riffel, Randy Sprick, Leanne 
Hawken, and their many, many colleagues, all of 
whom have been willing to share the fruits of their 
labor in order to bring PBIS to scale in our schools.





OBJECTIVES

ØReflect on the school-wide PBIS framework

ØRecognize the importance of building systems in 
the PBIS process

ØFocus on sustainability



Tier 1: Building the 
School-Wide Framework



TIER 2: Group Interventions

TIER 3: Individual Interventions

Tier 1: School-wide Universals

FEW

TIER 1: Classroom  Universals



Data

Systems

Practices

PBIS is a change process

Goal: Establish and maintain a positive teaching and learning environment



•Visualization:

•When all the pieces are fully in 
place, what does your ideal PBIS 
school look like/ sound like when 
you arrive on the campus?

•Ask yourselves, “How do we 
make it happen?”



Tier 1: C 
Building the 
Classroom
Framework



Classroom Procedures

• TFI
– 1.8





•Apply the tiered 
prevention logic to 
classroom setting
• Primary for all
• Secondary for some
• Tertiary for a few

Targeted Group Interventions
•Some students (at-risk)
•Intentional Grouping
•Seating
•Re-teach/ Practice
•Increased Supervision

Intensive, Individual Interventions
•Individual Students
•Self-management Plans
•Nonverbal Signals
•Specific boundaries in unstructured areas

Universal Interventions
•All students
•Preventive, proactive

• Forge Relationships 
• Design the Classroom
• Define & Teach Expectations
• Acknowledge Expectations
• Consider Instruction and OTR
• Provide Prompts & Precorrects
• Respond to Behavior
• Analyze Data
• Involve Students & Parents



Classroom PBIS: Guiding Principle

•Remember that good instruction is one of our best 
behavior management tools



Classroom Management Mind Map



The BIG TEN

of Classroom 

Management



Determine how to share the 
classroom components  



•As always, let’s begin with 
our DATA. 

•SAS: Classroom Systems-
where does your team need 
to focus it’s attention during 
the training?



Forge 
Relationships



OBJECTIVES

ØDescribe the importance of forging relationships with 
students.

ØIllustrate strategies for forging relationships with students 
in the classroom.

Forge relationships with students 
and parents

WHY: Connections keep students in 
school and increase the probability of 
desired behavior.
]
WHAT: Staff members create intentional 
activities to connect with students & 
parents.

HOW: Engage staff members in brief 
intentional activities at meetings.



WHY: Research on Relationships
• Positive relationships with adults are perhaps the single most 

important ingredient promoting positive youth development (Pianta 
& Allen, 2008).
• School connectedness is associated with lower rates of substance 

use, delinquency, violent behavior, & gang membership (Catalano, 
Oesterle, Fleming, & Hawkins, 2004).
• Students described their most effective teachers as the ones who 

took the time and made the effort to build relationships with them 
(Gelbach, Brinkworth, & Harris, 2011).
• School connectedness is associated with increased academic 

achievement, including students' overall grades and scores on 
standardized tests (Klem & Connell, 2004; Wang & Holcombe, 2010).



Remember: 

The more you connect, 

the less you correct

Your Success as an educator is more dependent on positive, caring, 
trustworthy RELATIONSHIPS than on any skill, idea, tip or tool.

Eric Jensen







•Workbook pp. 1-5

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for forging relationships with 
your staff members?



Design the 
Classroom



Design the classroom arrangement for 
engagement, supervision, and efficiency

WHY: Efficient classroom design 
increases time on task and appropriate 
behavior.
WHAT: Staff members assess      
classroom arrangement to ensure it 
meets the needs of their students.
HOW: Provide opportunities for staff 
members to self-assess.

ØDescribe the organization of an effective classroom.

ØIdentify the critical features of supervision in the 
classroom.

OBJECTIVES



WHY: Research on Classroom Design
• Room arrangement affects the learning process, student 

behavior, and student engagement (Florman, 2003; 
Lackney & Jacobs, 2002; Proshansky & Wolfe, 1974; 
Reinke, Herman, Sprick, 2011; Richards, 2006; 
Scheuermann & Hall, 2008; Sprick, Reinke, & McKale, 
2010; Strong-Wilson & Ellis, 2007; Susi, 1989; Weinstein, 
1977).
• Use of active supervision:
• resulted in a classroom-wide decrease in minor 

behavioral incidents (De Pry & Sugai, 2002).
• accounted for the most variance in problem behavior in 

non-classroom transition settings (Colvin, Sugai, Good 
& Lee, 1997).



Physical Space

•Welcoming

•Monitoring capabilities

•Gaining  physical access (to students and materials)

•Deciding seat assignments

•Planning for instruction (whole group, small group, 
independent)

•Positioning the teacher desk unobtrusively

•Displaying student work









•Classroom scenarios: Workbook pp. 9-10

•Design an appropriate classroom based upon the 
scenario



Supervision

Employing Systematic Supervision in the Classroom:

1. Movement

2. Scanning

3. Positive Contact

4. Positive Reinforcement

5. Instructional Responses

6. Immediate Action
IT’S THE SAME!



Schedule- also part of classroom organization



•Workbook pp. 6-8

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for designing the classroom 
with your staff members?



Teach Expectations 
& Procedures



Establish classroom 
expectations 

& procedures

WHY: Students benefit from 
environments that are 
predictable.
WHAT: Staff members 
develop expectations that 
aligned to school-wide & 
procedures that are task 
analyzed.
HOW: Create methods to 
share what is working in 
various classrooms.

Teach expectations & 
procedures

WHY: Expectations and 
procedures that have been 
taught become routine and 
increase instructional time.
WHAT: Staff members provide 
explicit instruction in 
expectations throughout the 
year.
HOW: Create demonstration 
tools for staff members

ØDevelop classroom expectations that align with the matrix.

ØIdentify effective classroom procedures.

OBJECTIVES



WHY: Research on Expectations & Routines

• Reported in Classroom Management that 
Works:  Research-Based Strategies for Every 
Teacher
• Across all studies, “the average number of 

disruptions in classes where rules and 
procedures were effectively implemented was 28 
percentile points lower than the average 
number of disruptions in classes where that was 
not the case.” (Marzano, 2003)





Classroom Expectations

• Align with the umbrella expectations

• State positively.

• Use clear and concise examples.

• Display publicly at student’s eye level. 

• Establish classroom expectations immediately- 1st day!

• Teach and review often.







Create a Classroom Behavior Matrix

Expectations Safe Respectful Responsible

Teacher’s Desk

Walk to and from Keep in front of

Ask to have or use 
items from teacher’s 
desk

Have own materials 
and use them

Free Time Area

Stay seated in chairs 

keep chair on floor

Talk quietly when 
permitted

Work on assignments 
for this or other classes

Drinks

Keep closed and to self Have only allowed 
items—water bottles 
with screw-on lids.

Keep allowed water 
bottles in the 
classroom   away from 
any computers.

Bathroom

Leave and return in an 
orderly and direct manner

Raise hand to get 
permission

Use restroom during 
appropriate times—













•Video: Managing Middle School Classroom 
Expectations



Establish Classroom Procedures

•Procedures are  the specific steps used for the day to 

day running of the classroom.

• Procedures need to be taught

• Students should be able to follow the procedures 

independently; they should become routine



Develop Common Classroom Procedures



Pre-School



Elementary
School



Middle
School



High
School



Important resources for your team!

•http://www.ci3t.org/pl

•http://pbismissouri.org/tier-1-effective-
classroom-practices/

•http://louisville.edu/education/abri/training.
html

http://www.ci3t.org/pl
http://pbismissouri.org/tier-1-effective-classroom-practices/
http://louisville.edu/education/abri/training.html


Using evidence as our guide. Document can
be found on pbis.org under “Current Topics”



Data Systems (Table 3) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classroom Interventions and Supports
 

 Foundations (Table 1) Practices (Table 2)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Prevention Response 

Interactive Map of Core Features 

  

  

 

 

 

1.1 Settings 
The physical layout of the 
classroom is designed to be 
effective 

1.2 Routines 
Predictable classroom 
routines are developed and 
taught 
 
1.3 Expectations 
Three to five classroom rules 
are clearly posted, defined, 
and explicitly taught 
 

2.1 Supervision 
Provide reminders 
(prompts), and actively 
scan, move, and interact 
with students 

2.2 Opportunity 
Provide high rates and 
varied opportunities for 
all students to respond 
 
2.3 Acknowledgment 
 Using specific praise 
and other strategies, let 
students know when 
they expectations 
 
2.4  Prompts and 
Precorrections 
Provide reminders, 
before a behavior is 
expected, that clearly 
describe the expectation 

2.5 Error Corrections 
Use brief, contingent, and 
specific statements when 
misbehavior occurs 
 
2.6 Other Strategies 
Use other strategies that 
preempt escalation, 
minimize inadvertent 
reward of the problem 
behavior, create a 
learning opportunity for 
emphasizing desired 
behavior, and maintain 
optimal instructional time 

 
2.7  Additional Tools 
More tips for teachers 

3.1  Counting 
Record how often or how 
many times a behavior 
occurs (also called 
frequency) 
 
3.2  Timing 
Record how long a behavior 
lasts (also called duration). 
 
3.3  Sampling 
Estimate how often a 
behavior occurs during part 
of an interval, the entire 
interval, or at the end of an 
interval 
 
3.4  ABC Cards, Incident 
Reports, or Office 
Discipline Referrals  
Record information about the 
events that occurred before, 
during, and after a behavior 
incident 



Defining  and Teaching 
Expectations

•SAS
• Classroom #1, 3, & 11



•Workbook pp. 11-13

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for expectations & procedures 
with your staff members?



Acknowledge 
Expectations



Create strategies to acknowledge 
desired behavior

WHY: Acknowledging desired behavior 
increases the future probability the 
behavior will occur again.
WHAT: Staff members establish 
individual, group, and class contingencies 
and positive descriptive feedback.
HOW: Develop a google drive with 
examples and directions for strategies. 

ØDiscuss how to increase positive descriptive feedback.

ØDesign classroom reinforcement systems.

OBJECTIVES



•Delivering praise increased:
• On-task behavior (Ferguson, & Houghton,1992)
• Student attention (Broden, Bruce, Mitchell, Carter, & Hall, 1970)
• Compliance (Wilcox, Newman, & Pitchford, 1988)
• Student motivation, accuracy of responding & task persistence. 

(Keller, Brady, & Taylor, 2005)
• On-task behavior, which was significantly greater when praise for 

specific behavior was given, versus general praise. (Chalk & Bizo, 
2004)

•Class-wide Group Contingencies:
• Resulted in increased positive and decreased negative verbal 

interactions (Hansen, & Lignugaris, 2005)
• Decreased transition time (Yarborough, Skinner, Lee, & Lemmons, 

2004)

WHY: Research on Acknowledgement



Acknowledgement

Recognition Guidelines
•High ratio/ high rate

• Be specific (PDF- Positive Descriptive Feedback)
• State the positive behavior
• Tie to school-wide expectation

• Recognize individuals and groups
• Students, staff members, parents



I just love 
getting a pat 
on the back!





Cheers to you!



Reinforcement Guidelines

•Reinforce frequently in the beginning

•Reinforce behaviors listed on the matrix

•Reinforce immediately following desired behavior

•Deliver reinforcement intermittently and unexpectedly
throughout the day



Two parts model paint to one 
part dishwashing detergent.

Individual Student Reinforcement Systems













• Secondary

• 10 min. free time

• 10 min. computer time

• 10 extra points on quiz

• Buy back a grade

•Assisting coach

• Eat w/ preferred adult

•Giant cookie

• Free entrance to a dance

• Elementary

• Sitting in teacher’s chair

• P.E./Music

• Snack/treats

• Fun activities/ games

•Handing out papers

• First in line

•Additional time at recess



Class-Wide Reinforcement Systems

• Purpose:

• Increase positive student behavior

• Decrease undesired behavior

• Create a positive classroom environment

• Promote team work

• Provide data on clarity of expectations and positive teacher 

interactions



Green / Red Card  Game

1. Make a large card:
• Green on one side
• Red on the other side

2. Place card so class can see it.

•3. Make place to mark points so 
students can see the points.  (e.g. 
Laminate card or write points on 
board or paper)

•4. Have an intermittent audible 
signal.

–Computer Prompter program
–Timer
–Stopwatch









100 Squares
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4
0

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

•Student chooses a 
numbered tile as a 
reinforcement
•Numbered square is 

crossed off
•When class receives 10 in 

a row (up and down, across, 
diagonal) they are 
reinforced
•Chart is wiped clean and 

started again



R E S P E C T

Period 1 R E

Period 2 R

Period 3 R E S P E

Period 4 R E

Period 5 R E S

Period 6 R E S P



Acknowledging  
Classroom Expectations

•SAS
• Classroom #4



•Workbook pp. 14-16

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for acknowledging students 
with your staff members?



Consider Instruction 
& Opportunities to 
Respond (OTR)



Consider instruction: engagement, 
differentiation, and activity 

type/difficulty 

WHY: When students are engaged in 
instruction, they demonstrate academic 
growth.
WHAT: Staff members create 
opportunities to respond & implement 
universal design for learning strategies.
HOW: Use a variety of OTR and UDL 
strategies during all professional 
development.

ØDiscover the relationship between engagement & 
behavior.

ØDiscuss strategies for increasing engagement/ OTR in the 
classroom.

OBJECTIVES



WHY: Research on OTR
• Students who are engaged in the learning process are less likely to 

exhibit inappropriate behaviors and more likely to achieve 
academic success (Conroy, Sutherland, Snyder, & Marsh, 2008; 
Simonsen et al., 2008; Sutherland & Wehby, 2001).
• Increasing the rates of OTR has been shown to be effective in 

increasing student engagement (Carnine, 1976; Christle & 
Schuster, 2003; Davis & O’Neil, 2004; Haydon, Conroy, Scott, 
Sindelar, Barber, & Orlando, 2010; Haydon, Mancil, & Van Loan, 
2009; Sutherland, Alder, & Gunter, 2003). 
• Increasing the rate of OTR can result in decreasing disruptive 

behavior (Armendariz & Umbreit, 1999; Haydon et al., 2010; 
Haydon et al., 2009; Lambert, Cartledge, Heward, & Lo, 2006; 
Sutherland et al., 2003; West & Sloan, 1986). 



Opportunities to Respond

What is OTR? A variation of 4 key components:

1. Teacher instructional talk
2. Prompts/ Cues/ Signals given to students
3. Wait time for the response
4. Specific feedback for correct responding

*Can be provided individually or to whole class

(Stichter, Lewis, Richter, Johnson & Bradley, 2006)



Response Cards/ Boards





Gallery Walk



Other Engagement Strategies

•Mind Maps®
•Conversation circles
•Unfinished sentences
•Voting on Topics
•Competitive Games (Jeopardy, Bingo, etc.)
• “Look at your neighbor’s paper and…”
•Read Around
•Air writing
• Jigsaw



Preparation is key!!



OTR

•SAS
• Classroom #8-9



•Workbook pp. 17-18

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for differentiating & engaging 
students with your staff 
members?



Provide Prompts 
and Precorrects



Provide prompts & precorrections

WHY: Students benefit from cues 
about expected behaviors.

WHAT: Staff members deliver brief 
reminders based on previous 
problems.

HOW: Model prompting and pre-
correcting in meetings and at school 
events.

Remember…

OBJECTIVE

ØReview the importance of prompting and 
precorrecting 



WHY: Research on Precorrection

•Using pre-correction improved transition behaviors in an 
elementary school. (Colvin, Sugai, Good, & Lee,1997)
•Using precorrection decreased problem behavior on an 

elementary school playground. (Lewis, Colvin, & Sugai, 
2000)
•On task behavior improved and aggression decreased 

when precorrection was used. (Covinton-Smith, Lewis, a& 
Stormont, 2011)
•Using precorrection enhanced reading performance of 

students with learning and behavior problems. (Yu, Darch, 
& Rabren, 2002)



Prompts/ Precorrects

What is precorrection?

• Following initial instruction, a staff member 
anticipates possible behavioral errors based on past 
history and then provides the student/s with a 
prompt regarding appropriate behavior.

• Precorrection is prevention!



Steps in Precorrection

1) Identify the context & predictable behavior 
2) Define/ model the expected behaviors
3) Modify the context (environment), as needed
4) Practice the behavior
5) Acknowledge the expected behavior
6) Prompt expected behaviors before performance
7) Monitor the plan

Colvin, Sugai & Patching, 1997



Example of precorrection

•To be safe on the way to the bus, we need to walk,  
keep our hands and feet to self, and leave space 
between us and the person in front of us. Show me 
what that looks like.

•Awesome! You are all demonstrating safe behavior.

•Now remember to walk, keep your hands and feet to 
self, and leave space between people as we head 
down the hall.

•You did it! You were safe the whole way to the bus!



•Workbook pp. 19-21

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for prompts & precorrects
with your staff members?



Respond Instructionally



Respond instructionally to 
problem behavior

WHY: Misbehavior presents an 
opportunity for instruction.
WHAT: Staff members develop a 
continuum of response from low 
effort to effort. 
HOW: Create intervention banks & 
practice responding to common 
problems across multiple classrooms.

OBJECTIVES

ØExamine how to employ effective error corrections

ØIdentify strategies that preempt escalation



WHY: Research on Response Systems
• Error corrections that were brief (i.e., 1 to 2 words) were more 

effective than longer error corrections (i.e., 2 or more phrases). 
Abramowitz, O’Leary, & Futtersak, 1988)
• Corrections that were delivered consistently were superior to 

those delivered inconsistently. (Acker & O’Leary, 1988)
• Feedback that is vague, sarcastic, or over wordy decreases 

compliance and increases disrespect and power struggles. 
(Newcomer, 2008)
• School discipline should not be about control but about the 

development of self-discipline. (Bear, 2005)
• Punishing a student does not teach them the skills they need to 

be successful. (Greene, 2008) 



Error Corrections

•Error corrections follow inappropriate behavior and 
are brief statements regarding expected behavior 

• Elementary: A student blurts out an answer. The staff 
member says, “Please remember to raise your hand to 
speak.”

• Secondary: A student is on the incorrect website. The 
staff member says, “Please leave that site and go to the 
correct site.”

• Error corrections are followed up with praise when the 
student complies.



When Responding to Inappropriate Behavior

•Remember, make the response

• Immediate

• Contingent on behavior

•Non-argumentative, non-critical

• Specific to behavior

• Systematic: correction, model, lead, test

• Consistent (with behavior and across staff)





Specific Request

Compliance Non-ComplianceWalk Away & 
Wait 5-10 Seconds

Reinforce!

Pre-Planned Consequence

“Please ____________”
Request in Calm Voice

Specific Request Sequence

Compliance

Reinforce!

Walk Away & 
Wait 5-10 Seconds

Non-Compliance



and

responses



L

Remember: Elevated emotions lead to poor 
decision-making skills



• Consider body language
• Is it?

• supportive?

• impatient?

• empathetic?

• condescending?

• interested?

• judgmental?



• Consider Tone/  Volume of Voice • Is it?

• supportive?

• impatient?

• empathetic?

• condescending?
• interested?

• judgmental?



It takes two 
to tango



•Classroom Managed Behavior

• Staff member managed versus Administrator managed

• Follow the school’s Office Referral Flow Chart

•Maintain academic engagement

• Plan ahead



Menu of Classroom-based Responses

• Verbal reminder of appropriate behavior

• Positive practice

• Apologizing

• Overtly keep a record of the behavior

•Time-owed

•Withdrawal of privilege (for a short time)

•Restitution/ Replacing/ Repairing

•Reflection/ refocus

•Discussions



Create a “step 
by step” script 
for responding 
to inappropriate 
behavior.

Be prepared to 
demonstrate 
delivery; remember 
to consider body 
language and tone 
of voice.



•Workbook pp. 22-34

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for responding instructionally 
with your staff members?



TAKE ACTION



Respond

• Note

Action
NOT

Reaction

Our actions must be intentional



Vintage 
Video



•Anticipate
•Provide support
•Baby steps/ start small
•Change pace
•Relaxation approach
•Provide detailed instruction
•Give direct skills training
•Rehearse
•WHAT ELSE???

Respond



7 Deadly Ing Habits 7 Connect Ing Habits

1. Criticizing 1. Caring
2. Blaming 2. Listening
3. Complaining 3. Supporting
4. Nagging 4. Contributing
5. Threatening 5. Encouraging
6. Punishing 6. Trusting
7. Controlling 7. Acknowledging

Respond



http://toonoisyapp.com/



•Preventing Defiance: Handouts pp. 20-21

• Interim Response Behavior Plan



Offering Choices

1. Put your desks in circles or rows?
2. Whisper or talk quietly?
3. Clap or snap for friends?
4. Walk down this hall or that hall?
5. Have lights on or off?  Music on or off?
6. Read on the floor or in your seat?
7. Pass your papers in to the front or to the back?
8. Stop reading now or 5 minutes from now?

Deposits and withdrawals....





Responding to Problem 
Behavior in the 
Classroom

•SAS
• Classroom #2, 5-7



Collect & 
Analyze Data



Collect & analyze classroom level data

WHY: Data allows us to make informed 
decisions. 

WHAT: Staff members create simple 
data collection strategies for the 
classroom.

HOW: Encourage peer to peer data 
collection and problem solving.

OBJECTIVE

ØIdentify 4 simple data collection strategies than can be 
used in the classroom.



WHY: Research on Data Systems

•Providing systematic performance feedback regarding 
target social behaviors resulted in:
• An increase in appropriate behavior of all students, as 

compared to a control classroom (Winett & Vachon, 
1974).
• A decrease the frequency of target behaviors (Brantley & 

Webster, 1993).
• Decrease classroom transition times (Yarbrough, Skinner, 

Lee, & Lemmons, 2004).
• An increase of pro-social and academic behaviors such as 

on-task behavior, self-esteem, reading, spelling, (Kastelen, 
Nickel, & McLaughlin, 1984).



Counting/ frequency



Timing/ Duration



Sampling



A-B-C Data



•Workbook pp. 35-37

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for collecting classroom data 
with your staff members?



Involve Parents 
& Students



Involve students and parents in 
classroom activities and instruction

WHY: School climate improves when 
students and parents are engaged as 
partners in the process.
WHAT: Staff members create reciprocal 
communication opportunities & 
parent/ students focus groups.
HOW: Present stakeholder stories, 
survey parents & students and share/ 
analyze the information.

OBJECTIVEs

ØBecome familiar with Epstein’s Model of Parental 
Involvement

ØDiscuss ways to develop student voice in the classroom





Student 
Voice



Student Focus Groups



•Workbook pp. 38-39

•How/ when will you share the 
importance of and strategies 
for collecting classroom data 
with your staff members?



The BIG TEN

of Classroom 

Management



Determine how to share the 
classroom components  



TIER 2: Group Interventions

TIER 3: Individual Interventions

Tier 1: School-wide Universals

FEW

TIER 1: Classroom  Universals


